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A RECIPROCITY THEOREM FOR ERGODIC ACTIONS

BY

KENNETH LANGE

Abstract. An analogue of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem is proved for

virtual groups over a locally compact separable group G. Specifically, an ergodic

analytic Borel G-space M(Vn) is constructed from a virtual group Fand a homomor-

phism w : V ->■ G of Kinto G. This construction proves to be functorial for the category

of virtual groups over G; in fact, it is a left adjoint of the functor which takes an

ergodic analytic Borel G-space T into the virtual group TxG together with pro-

jection />: Tx G —v G onto G. Examples such as Kakutani's induced transformation

and flows under functions show the scope of this construction.

A method for constructing the product of two virtual groups is also presented.

Some of the structural properties of the product virtual group are deduced from

those of the components. Finally, for virtual groups »í: Vi -»■ G¡ and -n2: K2 —>- G2

over groups G, and G2 respectively, the adjoint functor construction applied to

w! x w2: V, x V2 -*■ Gi x G2 is shown to give the product of the Gi-space derived from

wi'. Vi -*■ Gi and the G2-space derived from -n2: V2-> G2, up to suitably defined iso-

morphism.

I. Introduction. In this brief introduction, we shall try to put into its proper

historical perspective the main result proved in this paper. The present work can

be viewed as the confluence of two different trends in modern functional analysis.

The first is classical ergodic theory, whose main aim can still be considered to be

that of classifying measure preserving transformations by extending the methods

of spectral theory. It is well known that the classification of measure preserving

transformations with discrete spectra is the only classification that has been com-

pletely achieved by spectral methods in Hubert space. For more general measure

preserving transformations, the sole innovation since the study began with von

Neumann in the early thirties has been the introduction of the notion of entropy.

This notion has been moderately successful in giving a new invariant of measure

preserving transformations which can distinguish several conjugacy classes, but

the reason why it works remains unclear. Furthermore, aside from entropy, no

new invariant for the conjugacy problem of measure preserving transformations

has come to the surface. It seems rather that the problem of conjugacy of measure

preserving transformations will turn out to be as difficult as the problem of con-

jugacy of arbitrary bounded operators in Hubert space.

The second trend is the theory of group representations, which has been far

more successful than ergodic theory ever since the methods of functional analysis
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were first applied to it by Weil, Segal, Mackey and others. More recently, several

notions of the theory of group representations have been considerably streamlined

by the methods of categorical algebra. See for a survey the paper of Lawvere [4].

It was Mackey who first brought to the attention of the mathematical public

the possible analogies between group representations and group actions, and the

possibility of carrying over to the study of group actions—in particular, those

associated with measure preserving transformations—various of the notions

formerly used only for linear representations. The work begun by Mackey, in a

series of rather cryptic notes, has only recently been expanded and given a coherent

form in the work of Ramsay. By ingenious ad hoc methods, Mackey was able to

show that several of the "constructions" classically used in measure theory could

be greatly extended by using analogous notions from the theory of group repre-

sentations. Nevertheless, in Mackey's budding theory these "constructions"

remained isolated coincidences.

It is our purpose to show that at least one of Mackey's constructions, perhaps

the most important one, can be greatly extended and given a complete explanation

within the context of categorical algebra. In fact, we will go one step further than

Mackey, and show that his construction can be strengthened to give an analogue

of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem for group actions, namely actions of groups

on measurable spaces as defined below.

It has been known for some time that the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem is a

particular instance of the construction of the adjoint of a certain functor, namely

the restriction functor of a representation. We take this as our background, and

we show that with suitable definitions and constructions one can similarly construct

the adjoint functor of an ergodic group action. We have been fortunate enough to

carry through the complete formulation of this idea, despite a large number of

measure theoretic details, which at present remain quite extensive, but which we

hope that later workers in the field will be able to whittle down.

We give several applications of our construction to show that it is indeed an

extension of the Reciprocity Theorem. Perhaps the most enlightening application

is the one that gives us the construction of a flow under a function.

Acknowledgements. Some of the results of this paper were announced in [15].

The body of the paper is taken from the author's Ph.D. thesis at M.I.T. He wishes

to thank his thesis advisor, Professor Gian-Carlo Rota, for suggesting the main

theorem and Professor Arlan Ramsay for help in reaching the final formulation

of that theorem. Note that Professor Ramsay's paper [13] partially overlaps the

present work.

II. Virtual groups and their functorial properties. Recall that a group is a small

category with one object, where every morphism has an inverse. A groupoid is a

small category where every morphism has an inverse. In a groupoid V the set of

objects can be identified with the unit morphisms. For every morphism/e V denote

the inverse of/by/-1. Then//--1 is the left unit of/and/" y is the right unit of/.
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We refer to Moore [9, pp. 2-18] for the definitions of the measure theoretic and

Borel space terms appearing hereafter. An analytic Borel groupoid is a groupoid V,

together with an analytic Borel space structure on the set of morphisms, and a

measure class C such that: (a) The domain D of composition of two morphisms

is a Borel subset of VxV, under the product Borel structure, (b) Composition

(f, h) -+fh and inversion/^/-1 are Borel maps from D to Vand V to V respec-

tively, (c) Inversion leaves invariant the measure class C, i.e. takes null sets into

null sets.

Condition (d) must be prefaced by a few explanatory remarks. Let U denote the

collection of units of V. Then U is a Borel subset of V and hence forms an analytic

Borel space under its relative Borel structure. (See Chapter 4 of [13].) The right unit

map d: V-* U and the left unit map r: V -> t/are both Borel. d: V -> U induces a

measure class C on U, setting p.(A) = p(d~1(A)) for p in C. Any p. in C satisfies

/x=J ps dp\(s), where p.s is a measure on Vliving on d~\s), and for a fixed Borel set

A in V, the function s -> p.s(A) is Borel on U. The fibering is unique: if /¿ = J" vs dp.(s),

then vs=p,s for C-almost all s; furthermore, changing p. to an equivalent measure

does not change the measure class of p.s for C-almost all s; this leads to measure

classes Cs on almost all fibers d~x(s). (d) For se U and r(f)=s the map A-*■ hf

carries d~*(s) bijectively to d~1(d(f)) and Cs to Csf. We require that Crinf=Cdin

for all/with r(f) and d(f) in some coww// (complement of a null) Borel set U0 of U.

Before defining virtual group we call attention to the fact that the measure class

Con Ucan be equally well defined by r: V^ U, settingp(A) = p.(r~1(A)) for p in C.

This follows from the invariance of C under inversion. Moreover, each p. in C

has a fiber measure decomposition with respect to r: V-> U; this leads to measure

classes on almost all the fibers r_1(s) and a condition equivalent to (d) concerning

the invariance of the fiber measure classes with respect to transformations h ->fh.

An analytic Borel groupoid (V, C) is said to be ergodic whenever every real

Borel function </> on the sets of units U such that <f>(d(f)) = <j>(r(f)) for almost all/

in Kis C-almost everywhere constant. For short, an ergodic analytic Borel groupoid

is called a virtual group.

In a virtual group (V, C) let U0 be a C-conull Borel subset of U. Taking all/e V

such that both d(f) and r(f) are in U0, we obtain another virtual group, the

inessential contraction (abbreviated i.e.) V\U0. Again, say that two units u and v

are equivalent when d(f) = u and r(f) = v for some /in V; if A<=U, write [A] for

the saturation oí A (set of units equivalent to some unit of A) under this equivalence

relation; note that [A] = r(d~1(A)) and that [A] is analytic if A is a Borel set.

An analytic Borel groupoid (V, C) is termed essentially transitive whenever

there is a unit u in U whose saturation [u] is conull in U. An essentially transitive

analytic Borel groupoid is ergodic, but not conversely. (V, C) is termed essentially

principal whenever there is a conull set of units U0 such that for every u in U0,

{feV:d(f) = r(f) = u}={u}.
A strict homomorphism </r between virtual groups ( V,, C,) and ( V2, C2) is a functor
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from Vx to V2 which is also a Borel map, and such that if $ is the associated map

of the units Ux of Kx to the units U2 of V2, then ip~1(A) is a Conull set for every

saturated C2-null set A. (This apparently different definition is equivalent to Ram-

say's. See Lemma 6.6 of [13].) A homomorphism of (Vx, Cx) to (V2, C2) is a Borel

map whose restriction to some i.e. is a strict homomorphism. Two homomorphisms

0! and <A2: (Vlt Cx)^(V2, C2) are strictly similar if e{rx(f))Uf) = Mf)<l>(dx(f))

for all/£ Vx and for some Borel map 6: Ux -*■ V2 for which both sides are defined,

where Ux,dx,rx refer to the units and unit maps of Vx.>/>\ and </>2: (Vx, Ci)->- (V2, C2)

are similar if there is an i.e. of Vx on which they are strictly similar. Similarity is

an equivalence relation. Given homomorphisms ip: Vx^ V2 and k: V2 -> K3, the

composition «■ o ¡p may not be a homomorphism. However there is a homomorphism

<f>: Vx -» K2 similar to ¡/< such that k ° </> is also a homomorphism. (k and <£ are said

to be composable.) Similarity classes [</>] of homomorphisms tfi are preserved under

composition. (See Chapter 6 of [13] for a discussion of these delicate points.)

Taking virtual groups as objects and similarity classes of homomorphisms as

morphisms, one obtains a category. Two virtual groups Kx and V2 which are

isomorphic in this category are called similar. In other words, there are morphisms

[k]:Vx-*V2 and [ft]: V2->VX such that [^]°H=[id1] and M°h>] = [id2],

where idi and id2 are the identity maps on V± and V2 respectively. Similarity of

virtual groups is an equivalence relation.

A locally compact separable group G is a virtual group when endowed with its

Haar measure class. A virtual group V, together with a homomorphism it: V-> G,

briefly Vtt, will be called a virtual group over G. The Mackey category M(G) of G

has the virtual groups over G as objects, and as morphisms the similarity classes

of homomorphisms which make the obvious triangle over G commute, namely,

which commute with the action of [tr].

The category R(G) of ergodic actions of G has as objects the transformation

spaces Tof G, namely: (a) Tis an analytic Borel space; (b) the map (t, x) -> tx of

Tx G -*■ T is Borel; (c) T has a measure class C which is invariant under the set

of Borel automorphisms t—*■ tx; (à) (T, C) is ergodic: the only invariant Borel sets

are null or conull. The morphisms of R(G) are equivalence classes of maps, as

follows : Tx and T2 being objects, consider all Borel maps <f>: Tx^>T2 such that :

(a) there is a conull invariant analytic subset of Tx on which </> is G-equivariant, i.e.

(p(tx) = <p(t)x; (b) if Nis a null invariant set in T2; (f>'1(N) is null too. Two maps <f>

and </> are equivalent if there is a Borel map a: 7^ -> G such that </>(t)a(t) = i/)(t) and

a(tx) = x~1a(t)x for all / in some conull invariant analytic subset of 7\. This

equivalence is preserved under composition of maps; the equivalence classes [ft]

are the morphisms of R(G). Note here and for future reference that the collection

of analytic sets is closed under intersection and the formation of images and inverse

images under Borel maps between analytic spaces.

Before starting the proof of our main theorem, we must expand on Mackey's

method of turning an ergodic G-space into a virtual group over G [5], [6]. The
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kernel of the idea is as follows: For a given ergodic action of G on T, give Tx G

the product Borel structure and product measure class and define -n: TxG^G

as projection onto G. Defining (s, x)(t,y) = (s, xy) whenever sx=t gives TxG a

groupoid structure whose units can be naturally identified with the set T. (The set

of units is really Tx {e}, where e is the identity of G.) This construction maps the

objects of R(G) into the objects of the Mackey category M(G).

Theorem 1. There is a functor R: R(G) -> M(G) extending the above construc-

tion, which is faithful on objects and morphisms and whose image is a full subcategory

of the Mackey category.

Proof. Given a morphism class [</>] : 7\ -> r2 in R(G), let us define a similarity

class of homomorphisms R([</>]): R(T,)^ R(T2) in M(G). First observe that the

Borel map (t, x) -*■ (<j>(t), x) = R(<f>)(t, x) is a homomorphism between R(TX) and

R(T2). Now if a: T, ->■ G provides an equivalence between the two R(G) maps <f>

and t/i, then (<f>(t), x)(<j>(tx), a(tx)) = (<f>(t), a(t))(</>(t), x) on some i.e. of R(TX), and so

t -» (</>(t), a(t)) implements a similarity between R(</>) and R($). Thus [R(<f>)]

= R([<I>]) gives a meaningful definition. It is relatively simple to check that R pre-

serves the composition of morphisms.

R is clearly faithful on objects. To demonstrate that R is faithful on morphisms,

it suffices to prove that if (/>, <fi: T, ~> T2 are R(G) maps such that R(</>) and R(<Ji)

are similar, then </> and </j are equivalent. With this in mind note that

(<l>(t), x)(6(tx), ß(tx)) = (6(t), ß(0)OA(0> x) on some i.e., where t -*■ 6(t) and t -> ß(t)

are Borel maps. Obviously <j>(t) = 6(t) here, so that <f>(t)ß(t) = t(i(t). Furthermore,

ß(ix) = x_1ß(f)x on this i.e. Considering G to be a G-space with action defined by

y-x = x~1yx, one can replace ß by a Borel map a: T, -*» G which agrees with ß

except on a null set and which is G-equivariant on an invariant analytic conull set

of T,. (Use the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [13].) Thus there is a common invariant

analytic conull set A where <f>, </i and a are all G-equivariant. Since </>(t)a(t) = r/i(t)

almost everywhere, one can reduce A to a set B with the same properties such that

<p(t)a(t) = >/>(t) iov a\\ teB.

To show that R maps onto a full subcategory assume k : R(T,) -> R(T2) is a

M(G) homomorphism. Let w, (/'=1, 2) be the projection of R(Tt) onto G. Then

there is a Borel map 6:T,-+G and an i.e. of R(T,) on which k is strict and

77-2 o K(t, x)6(tx) = 6(t)TT,(t, x). Put k(í, x) = (a(t, x), 8(t, x)) and look at k((í, e)(t, x)).

It follows first that a(t, x) = a(t, e) on the i.e. and second that the Borel map (/, x)

-*> (a(t, e), 8(t, x)) is a homomorphism agreeing with k there. Define a homo-

morphism </> similar to k by

(t, x) -> (o(t, e)6(t), 6(t)-i)K(t, x)(a(tx, e)e(tx),6(tx)-')-i = ¿(t, x)

on the i.e. and constant elsewhere. Then 7r2 o ̂ (í, x) = tr1(t, x) = x and a glance at

xf)((t, x)(tx, x"1)) reveals that ip(t) = a(t, e)d(t) satisfies a(t, e)6(t)x=a(tx,e)0(tx) on

the above i.e. By the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [13] there is a Borel map rj:T,-^T2
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which agrees with t -> a(t, e)9(t) except on a null set and is G-equivariant on an

invariant analytic conull set. Thus R(r¡) agrees with ip on an i.e. and so is similar to

k. This completes the proof of the theorem.

III. The Adjoint Functor Theorem: Statement and proof.

Theorem 2. The functor R has a left adjoint M.

The proof is long and will be broken into a series of propositions. M will also

be called the Mackey Functor.

Proposition 2.1. Given a virtual group V-n over G one can construct an ergodic

analytic Borel G-space M(Vn).

Proof. By passing to an i.e. if necessary, one can assume that n- is a strict homo-

morphism. For convenience choose a specific finite measure v in the measure class

of V. î> will denote the measure induced on the units U of V by the right unit map d.

The product space UxG is an analytic Borel G-space under the G-action

(u, x)y = (u,y~1x). Let p. be a finite measure in the Haar measure class of G. Then

the product measure i>xp is quasi-invariant under the action of G. To see this

apply Fubini's Theorem and the quasi-invariance of p.. Next define an equivalence

relation ~ on UxG which commutes with the action of G. (u,x)~(w,y) iff

(r(f), x) = (u, x) and (d(f), xir(f))=(w, y) for some/£ V. Call a set A in the collec-

tion of equivalence classes UxG/~ measurable iff A (when viewed as a set in

UxG) differs from a Borel set in Ux G by a null set. The family of measurable

sets of Ux G/~ forms a a-algebra. Furthermore, vxp, induces a measure class on

the measurable sets of UxG/~ which is complete, i.e. every set which is contained

in a null set of Ux G/~ is itself measurable. From here on Ux G/~ will be con-

sidered with the Borel structure of measurable sets and the induced measure class.

Next note that the measurable sets in UxG/~ give rise to a G-invariant closed

subalgebra MA(UxG/~) of the measure algebra MA(UxG). Equivalently,

MA(Ux G/~) is the closed subalgebra of MA(Ux G) generated by the measurable

sets in UxG which are saturated with respect to ~. Since every closed subalgebra

of a standard measure algebra is standard, a theorem of Mackey, given as Theorem

3.3 of [13], implies the existence of a standard Borel G-space M(Vn) equipped

with an invariant measure class such that its associated measure algebra is iso-

morphic as a Boolean G-space to MA(UxG/~). M(Vn) is the standard (hence

necessarily analytic) Borel G-space we are seeking.

It remains to demonstrate that the action of G on M(Vtt) is ergodic. Clearly

it is enough to show that the action of G on MA(UxG/~) is ergodic. (See [9] for a

discussion of the equivalent notions of ergodicity on analytic Borel G-spaces.)

Thus let D be a measurable set in UxG which is the union of ~ equivalence

classes and satisfies P x p(D A Dx) = 0 for all x e G, where " A" denotes symmetric

difference. Since UxG is an analytic Borel G-space, there is a Borel set F with
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vx/x(FA D) = 0 and F=Fx for x e G. It is not too difficult to see that Fmustbeof

the form BxG, where B is a Borel set in U. Compute as follows:

0=| |xb*g(", x)-xd(u, x)\ dv(u) dp.(x)

= jj \XB,a(d(f), x)-xn(d(f), x)\ dv(f) dp(x)

= \\ \xa-\B)(f)-Xo(d(f), x)| dv(f) dp.(x)

= j]' \xa-\BÁf)-Xo(r(f), xH/)-1)! dv(f) dp(x),

where the last equality is a consequence of the fact that D is a union of ~ equiva-

lence classes. Applying Fubini's Theorem and the quasi-invariance of p, to the last

equation above gives

(*) 0 = |'[ \xa-\B)(f)-Xu(r(f), x)| dv{f) dp,(x).

Similarly, the quasi-invariance of v under f-^f'1 and Fubini's Theorem imply

0 = JJ' \xa-\sÁf-1)-Xo(d(f-1), X)\ dv(f) dp.(x)
(**)

= {(' \xr-\B)(f)-Xu(r(f), x)| dv(f) dp.(x).

Adding (*) and (**) yields

0 = Jj \Xr-\B>(f)-Xa-hm(f)\ <Hf) dp.(x).

Hence for some x, Xs(^(/)) = Xs(''(/)) for almost all/. Because Fis ergodic B must

be either null or conull. It follows that Fand D are null or conull.

Remarks. Suppose V\U0 is an i.e. of Fand ~0 is the restriction of the equiva-

lence ~ to U0 x G. Then the closed subalgebra of MA(U x G) derived from measur-

able sets in i/0 x G/~0 is the same as the one derived from Ux G/~. Hence M(Vtt)

and M(V\U0tt0) are the same, where tt0 is the restriction tt\V\u0-

If Vit is in M(G), then the equivalence relation ~ on UxG is analytic. This

means that as a subset of (Ux G) x (UxG), ~ is analytic. Indeed, ~ can be iden-

tified with the image of the analytic space VxG under the Borel map (/, x)

->(r(/), x) x (d(f), X7r(/)). Now consider UxG/~ with the quotient Borel structure,

instead of the Borel structure derived from the ~ saturated measurable sets in

UxG. If by chance Ux G/~ is countably separated, then Ux G/~ is actually an

analytic Borel G-space. (See Propositions 2.9 and 3.1 of Chapter 1 of [9].) When

UxG/~ is an analytic Borel G-space, Theorem 7.7 of [13] implies that up to

invariant null sets, £/x G/~ and M (Vit) are isomorphic as analytic Borel G-spaces
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with invariant measure classes. Another sufficient condition for UxG/~ to be

analytic is the existence of an analytic subset of Ux G meeting each ~ equivalence

class in exactly one point. (See Proposition 2.12 of Chapter 1 of [9].)

Let us also observe that for T in R(G), M(R(T)) can be taken to be T. In fact,

the equivalence relation ~ on TxG reduces to (t, x)~(ty, xy) and so the map

(t, x) -> tx'1 factors to give a G-equivariant Borel bijection of 7"x G/~ (with the

quotient Borel structure) onto T. Since T is countably separated, it is possible to

prove Tx G/~ is too. By the above remark Tx G/~ is an analytic Borel G-space.

Hence the Borel bijection is even a Borel isomorphism. (See Proposition 2.5 of

Chapter 1 of [9].) Finally, it follows from Fubini's Theorem that the measure class

induced on T by (t, x) -> tx'1 is the same as the given measure class on T.

Note also that we are using a strong form of the axiom of choice in defining

M(Vtt). Indeed, there may be many analytic Borel G-spaces with measure algebras

which are a-isomorphic as Boolean G-spaces to MA(UxG/~). We select precisely

one such space and one G-equivariant ^-isomorphism between its measure algebra

and MA(Ux G/~). (See [11] for a discussion of this strong form of the axiom of

choice.)

Proposition 2.2. Given the morphism [k] : V1tt1 -> V2tt2 in M(G), one can

construct a R(G) morphism M([k]): M^^J -*■ M(V2-n2).

The proof will be given as a sequence of three lemmas. In what follows the sets

of units, the unit maps, and the ~ equivalence relations for V1tt1 and V2tt2 will be

distinguished by numerical subscripts, e.g., Ux will denote the set of units of V¡..

Those homomorphisms in [«■] which are not composable with n2 will be dis-

regarded. This, along with the first remark above, allows us to take tti, tt2, and k

strict.

Lemma 2.3. If 6(rx(f))Tr2 ° K(f) = Tr1(f)6(d1(f)) holds on some i.e. of V„ then

there corresponds a homomorphism M(k$): M(VyTT,) -> M(V2n2).

Proof. Passing to an i.e. we can assume tt2 o k strictly similar to n, via 6. Consider

the Borel map (u, x) -> (a(u), x9(u)) = a(u, x) oiU1xG to U2xG.a is G-equivariant

and factors through the equivalence relations to give a map U1 xG/~1^ U2x G/~2.

Indeed,

(r1(f),x)-^(R(r1(f)),xd(r1(f)))

= (r2(K(f)\ x6(ri(f))) ~2 (d2(K(f)), xe(ri(f))n2 o K(f))

= (*(4C0), **i(/WxCO))

and

(4C0, **iCO) - (*(d,(f)), X7r1(f)e(d1(f))).

To show that the factored map induces a G-equivariant a-homomorphism

MA(U2 x G/~2) -*■ MA^! x G/~i) it is necessary to prove that the inverse image
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of a null set A in U2xG/~2 is null. It is also necessary to show that the inverse

image of a measurable set is measurable. Consider the first condition. Viewing A

as a set in U2 xG, {ue U2 : Au is not null} is clearly null. Here Au means the

section {x e G : (u,x)eA}. Also since Ad*in = Ar*(nir2(f), {u : Au is not null} is

saturated in U2. Because k is a homomorphism, R_1{h : Au is not null} is null. Now

{ue Ux : a-1L4)u is not r\ul\} = K~1{ue U2 : Au is not null} because a"1^)"

= {xeG : (k(u),x6(u))eA} = Ak(u)6(u)-1. Finally Fubini's Theorem yields that

a_1(A) is null.

As for the second condition let B be a measurable set in U2 x G which is saturated

with respect to ~2. Then there is a ~2-saturated set A in U2xG which is analytic

and which differs from B by a null set. (See the first part of the proof of Theorem

7.11 of [13].) The inverse image of A is analytic in UxxG and hence measurable.

Furthermore, the inverse images of A\B and B\A are null and thus also measurable.

If we write B as (A\(A\B)) u (B\A), it follows that the inverse image of B is measur-

able too.

To complete the proof of the lemma simply apply Theorem 3.6 of [13] to the

induced G-equivariant a-homomorphism MA(U2 x G/~2) -*■ MA(UX x G/~x)-

Lemma 2.4. IfKri(f))7T2 ° K(f) = 7Ti(f)Kdi(f)) also holds on some i.e. of Vlt then

M(kb) and M(k6) belong to the same morphism class.

Proof. By passing to an i.e. assume that both 9 and 8 provide a strict similarity

between tt2° k and 71-j. Now note that

(K(u),x6(u))x9(u)h(uyíx-1 = (K(u),xh(ü)d(u)-íx-lxe(u)) = (R(u), x8(u)).

The Borel map (m, x)-^x0(w)8(w)_1x~1 is constant on ~x equivalence classes

because (ri(f), x) -> x^i/M^t/))-^"1 while

(dx(f), xnx(f)) -> X7Tx(f)8(dx(f))8(dx(f))-1n1(f)-iX-1

= xd(rx(f)>2 ° "(f>2 • "CO-'S^t/))-^-1

= x8(rx(f))8(rx(f))-'x-\

Furthermore

(u,x)y = (u, y~1x)-> y~1x9(u)8(u)~1x~1y.

Hence (u, x)-^ x9(u)8(u)~1x~1 factors to give a Borel map ß: [/1xG/~1^G

which satisfies ß(sx) = x_1ß(s)x.

Before dealing further with ß, observe that Theorem 2.1 of [13] indicates the

existence of a Borel map from i/1xG/~1 to M(Vxttx) which induces the G-

equivariant <r-isomorphism between their respective measure algebras. This map

can be regularized by the process of Theorem 3.6 of [13] to give a measurable (in

this case necessarily Borel too) map ixm.UxxG/~x^- M(Vxttx) which is G-

equivariant on an invariant conull set. The same reasoning gives a map i2 : U2 x G/ ~2

-*- M(V2tt2) with similar properties.
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Let r¡s: U1xG/~l-> U2xG/~2 and r¡ó: U1xG/~1-> U2xG/~2 be the maps

which result from factoring (u, x) -> (k(u), xS(u)) and (u, x) -> (R(u), x8(u))

respectively. Affixing a * to a map to denote the induced a-homomorphism, the

following relations clearly hold : M(k6)* = if "l o rj* o t* and M(k6)* = i* ~ ' ° tj* ° if.

If G is given the G-space structure discussed in paragraph 2 of Theorem 1 and the

measure class induced by ß from Uy x G/~,, then if'1 ° ß* can be used to define a

Borel map a: M^,™,) -> G which satisfies a(tx) = x~1a(t)x on some invariant

analytic conull set. This is again a consequence of Theorem 3.6 of [13]. By defini-

tion a* = if"1 =j3*.

Putting the above facts together, there is some common invariant conull set

where M(k0) o tl = i2 o r¡e, M(k6) ° ii = i2 ° -q6, a ° ii = ß, and the following computa-

tions work: M(kb) o h(s)a o i,(s) = M(k9) o i1(s)ß(s) = M(Ke)oll(sß(s)) = L2o7]e(sß(s))

= i2(r]e(s)ß(s)) = i2 o 7]6(s) = M(k6) o tl(i). Hence M(Ke)-a = M(Kô) almost every-

where as contended.

Lemma 2.5. If </> is a homomorphism similar to k, then M(t¡ie) is equivalent to

M(xe)for every choice of e.

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that 8(r1(f))i<(f) = i/j(f)8(d1(f)) is a

strict similarity between the strict homomorphisms k and <fi. Since 0(r1(f))n2 o K(f)

=7T1(f)9(d1(f)) and n2 is taken strict, it follows that d^ßfr^r^f)))'1 -n2 oifj(f)

=^i(/)^i(/)V2(S(í/i(/)))-1. Because

(m,xQ(uy2o8(u)'1)

= (r2(8(u)), x0(h)7t2 o 3(M)-i) ~2 (d2(8(u)), x6(u)n2 o Síw)-^ o 8(u))

= (k(u), x6(u)),

the two maps (u, x) -> («/»(w), x6(u)n2 o 8(u) ~*) and (m, x) -> (*(«), x0(«)) factor to

give the same map i/i xG/~1 -> t/j xG/~2. Finish the proof by applying the

result of the last lemma.

Remark. Let S^i-^Ta be a map in some morphism class of R(G). Then

M(R(8)„) = 8 if 9 equals the identity of G everywhere. Hence A/(Ä([8])) = [S] too.

Proposition 2.6. If [*]: K^ -> F27r2 and [</>]: F2tt2^ F3tt3 are M(G) wor-

phisms, then M([i/i] o [*]) = M([t/¡\) o M([k]).

Proof. Assume that </> and k are composable and that all homomorphisms and

similarities are strict. From the two relations d2(r2(h))n3 ° ^(h) = v2(h)82(d2(h)) and

0Ari(f))T2° <f) = TtAf)Udi(f)) follows the relation 61(r1(f))62o ̂(f^^o^

o K(f)=7Tx(f)6,(d,(f))e2 o /círfií/)). Observe that the Borel map

(u, x) -» 0Â ° «(h), x91(u)62 o ¿(m))

from C/jxG to U3xG is the composition of the two Borel maps (w, x)

-» (i<(u), x6,(u)) and (w, y) -> (^(w), J02(w)) from i/i x G to Í72 x G and U2 x G to

U3xG respectively. The same statement can be made for the corresponding
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factored maps. This behavior is transferred to the induced a-homomorphisms and

from there to the resulting R(G) homomorphisms.

Proposition 2.7. Given the morphism [k]: Vtt->R(T) in M(G), where T is a

G-space in R(G), there is an R(G) morphism [k]~: M (Vtt) -> T.

Proof. Just put M" = M(M).

Proposition 2.8. Given an R(G) morphism [ft]: M (Vtt)-^T, where Vtt is a

virtual group over G, there is an M(G) morphism [>/>]#: Vtt -> R(T).

Proof. Let us first observe that there is a map e: UxG-> M (Vtt) belonging to

some R(G) morphism class such that the induced cr-homomorphism e* gives the

natural inclusion of the measure algebra over M (Vit) into the measure algebra

over UxG. As Theorem 7.8 of [13] shows,/^Tr'(f) = (e(r(f), e), n(f)) is a M(G)

homomorphism from Vtt to R(M(Vtt)), where e is the identity of G. Now set [ftf

= R([ft])o[ir'].

Lemma 2.9. M([Tr']) = [.d], where tr' is the M(G) homomorphism of the last

proposition and id is the identity map M (Vtt) -> M (Vtt).

Proof. Let p: R(M(Vtt)) -> F be projection onto G. Then p ° tt' = tt, so put 8 = e

and calculate M(-rr'e). (u, x) -> (n'(u), x) = ((e(u, e), e), x), which goes to e(u, e)x_1

= e(u, x) in the quotient map of M(Vtt) x G onto M(Vn).

Proposition 2.10. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the morphisms

[k] : Vtt -> R(T) and [ft] : M( Vtt) -► F. In fact, ([*n# = [k] and ([ftf)~ = [ft].

Proof. (M#r = M(R([ft]) o [tt']) = M(R(M])) ° M([w'\) = [ft] o [d] = [ft] by the
last lemma and the remark after Lemma 2.5.

To prove that ([*]")#=[«:] suppose 9(r(f))po K(f) = TT(f)6(d(f)) is a strict

similarity, with p: R(T) -> G projection onto G. M(kb) is in the morphism class

[k]~ and is induced by factoring the map (u, x)-> R(u)9(u)~1x~1 of UxG into F

Indeed, its: UxG -> M (Vtt) is the map described in Proposition 2.8, then M(k9) o e

and (u, x)~^ R(u)9(u)~1x~1 must agree on some conull invariant analytic set of

UxG. Also note that R(r(f))P o *(/) = d(R(r(f)), P o *(/)) = d(K(f)) = *(</(/)). Hence

on some i.e. of V,

R(M(Ke))orT'(f)

= (M(xe)(e(r(f),e)),TT(f)) = («(/•(/))Ö(K/))-1,H/))

= (*(r(f)W(r(f))-\ 9(r(f))P o ̂ ^(f))-1)

= (R(r(f))9(r(f))-\ 9(r(f)))(R(r(f)), P o K(f))(R(r(f))P o <f), tW))"1)

= (*(/-CO), ö(/-(/))-1)-1^(/)(«W/)), W))"1).

Thus w -> (k(w), ö(m)-1) implements a similarity between R(M(k8)) o tt' and k.

Proposition 2.11 (Naturality).

(a) Given   morphisms   [k] : Vxttx -> V2tt2   and   [ft] : V2tr2 ~> R(T)   in   M(G),
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(b) Given morphisms [*]: T, -> T2 and [</.]: M(Vn) -» Tx in R(G), R([k]) o [,/,]#

=(M»W)#.

Proof, (a) ([fl~ o M([k]))* = R(M([</>)) o M([k])) ° [tt') = R(M([<!>] ° [K])) o [*']

-M o [K].

(b) /?([*]) o M# = tf([«]) o *([,£]) o [rr'] = /?(M o [0]) 0 [tt'] = (H o [^])#.

IV. Applications of the Adjoint Functor Theorem.

Discrete flow under a function. Consider the virtual group SxZ formed by an

ergodic action of the integers on an analytic Borel space S. Given a Borel function

/: S -*■ Z with positive integer values let us define a virtual group homomorphism

7r: SxZ^- Z as follows:

tt(s, 0) = 0,

m-l

7t(s, m) = - 2 f(s'),       m > 0,
¡ = o

m

*(*, -m)= 2/(*"'),
! = i

where sl indicates the action of the integer / on the point s. To clarify matters some-

what note that the homomorphism 7? is uniquely determined by the Borel function

s^tt(s, \)=-f(s). Indeed tt(í, «) = 7i(j, «-l) + 7r(in"1, 1) and tt(s, -n) + Tr(s~n,n)

= n(s,0) = 0.

Now look at the Borel subspace E={(s, n) : 0^n<f(s)} of SxZ with measure

class the product measure class restricted to E. Suppose it can be shown that E

meets each ~ equivalence class in exactly one point. Then it will follow that the

natural map SxZ/~ -> £ is a Borel isomorphism. (See Theorem 15, Corollary 2

and Proposition 2.4 of Chapter 1 of [9].)

So assume se5 and n ^ 0. Then there is a unique integer m with/(im) > n + n(s, m)

^ 0. For either/(i) > n ä 0 or n ̂ f(sm ~*) + • • • +f(s) for some largest integer m > 0.

To show that m is unique suppose k>m. Then

fc-i

n + n(s, k) = n + Tr(s, m)+ 2 "■($', 1)

= n + Tr(s,m)-f(sm)- Y f(sl) < 0.
i = m+l

This reduces the problem to eliminating the possibility k<m. The case k<0 is

easily disposed of since f(sk)^n(s, k). Thus assume 0^k<m. Then f(sk)

>n+n(s, k) §0 implies/^") +f(sk'1)+ ■ ■ ■ +f(s)>n, contradicting the choice of m.

In case «<0 the above assertion is also true. Since tt(s, m)^0 for m^0, clearly

nomïO satisfies

f(sm) > n + Tr(s,m) ^ 0.

Thus consider the largest m with — «>/(i_m+1)-l- • • • +f(s'1). It is easy to verify
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that/(i-m)>n + 7r(i, -m)^0. Suppose k>m. Then -HS/(j-' + 1)+----r/(r1),

so

f(s-*) g n+2f(s~l) = n+TT(s, -k).
¡ = i

On the other hand, if 0¿k<m,  -n>f(s'k)-\-\-f(s~1)=Tr(s, -k) so 0>n

+tt(s, -k).

Next define a Zaction on E by (s, «)/=(sm, n + 1+tt(s, m)), where 0 ̂  n + ¡+tt(s, m)

<f(sm). Because Zis commutative, the Zaction on S x Z as described in Proposi-

tion 2.1 can be taken to be (s, n)l=(s, n + I). Under these definitions the natural

map SxZ/~ -» E is obviously Z-equivariant. To complete the identification of

Sx Z/~ with E suppose N is a null set in E. Then (s, n) e S x Z maps into N iff

(sm, n+Tr(s, m)) e N. Hence

"Ù    Ü   {t:(tm,k)eN},
fc = 0 m= - oo

which is a null set by Fubini's Theorem. Since this is true independently of n, the

inverse image of N is null. It also follows immediately that the image of a null set

is null.

Kakutani's induced transformation. Again suppose the integers define an ergodic

action on an analytic Borel space S. Let A be any Borel set in S of positive measure.

If the given measure class on S possesses a finite invariant measure or if S is non-

atomic, then with the exception of a null set every point of A enters A infinitely

often. (See Theorem 1.15 of [1].) Define a virtual group Va to consist of all pairs

(s, n) from A x Z with se A and s" e A. It is easy to see that Va is a groupoid.

Furthermore, restricting the measure class of V to the contraction Va gives a

virtual group which is similar to V. (See Theorem 6.18 of [13].)

Assuming that almost every point of A enters A infinitely often, we define a

virtual group homomorphism tt: Va -*■ Z. First some notation. If s e A and s

enters A again, let p(s) be the first positive integer with îp<s> e A. Similarly, let n(s)

be the first negative integer with sn(s) e A, provided such an integer exists. It suffices

to define tt on an i.e. of Va. Now according to Kakutani's classic argument, there

is a Borel set B<^A differing from A by a null set such that the map s —> sp(s) = TB(s)

is defined and is a Borel isomorphism of B onto itself. Furthermore, both the

image and inverse image of every null set is null under FB. (See p. 193, Volume 1

of [3].) it is defined on the i.e. VA\B as follows:

tt(s, 0) = 0

tt(s, m) = —k,   where m > 0, m = mx+ ■ • ■ +mk

and mx = p(s), m2 = p(smi), ...,mk

tt(s, m) = k,       where m < 0, m = Wj + • • • 4- mk

and mx = n(s), m2 = n(smi),..., mk

= />(jml + '" + mk-l),

= M(sml + '" + mA.--i).
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It should be fairly clear that it is a Borel map and algebraically a strict homomor-

phism. For instance,

{(s, m) : n(s, m) = —k}

=  Ü S(s,m):se       \J        ¡Bnit: t' eB<\
m-k I m = mi + ... + mk \ \        ¡#mi.mi + m2.m I

( m,>0 \ \ OSlSm /

nit: t' eB))\
\       i = mi,mi + m2.m / / I

The aim in defining 77-: VA\B -> Z is to show that the integer action defined by

TB on B can be identified with the integer action on B x Z/~. With this in mind map

any point (s, n) of BxZ into TB(s). To prove that this map is constant on ~

equivalence classes suppose m=p(s). Then

(ím,« + 7r(í,w))->rr1(sm) = WfTV)) = TS(s).

Since (s, n + m) -> TB' + m(s) = TB,(TBn(s)), the map is clearly Z-equivariant. If T¡(s)

= TB(t), then rß~m(j) = /and so« — m= —tt(s, k) for some integer k. But this entails

(sk, n + ir(s, k)) = (t, m) and so the map factors to give a bijection from BxZ/~

onto B. By fixing n and using the fact that TB is a Borel isomorphism, it is easy to

verify that this bijection is a Borel isomorphism. In similar fashion one can show

that the image and inverse image of a null set is null.

A virtual group homomorphism with a special property. We wish to construct a

virtual group homomorphism with the property that the inverse image of some

null set of units is not null under the unit map. This would indicate a real difference

between the definition of homomorphism we have adopted and its replacement by

a definition stipulating that the inverse image of every null set of units be null

under the unit map. The latter definition has the advantage of eliminating compos-

ability problems between homomorphisms. However, it has the defect of not

permitting one to pre- and post-multiply a homomorphism k by a compatible

Borel function 6, 6(r(f))K(f)(d(f))~x, and still wind up with a homomorphism.

To construct the desired homomorphism let 5 be the unit circle with Lebesgue

measure and suppose the integers act on S by an irrational rotation. Define a

virtual group homomorphism -n: SxZ-> R into the reals by tt(s, n) = n. Then the

quotient space SxR/~ with the quotient Borel structure is Borel isomorphic and

measure theoretically the same as Sx[0, 1) equipped with the obvious product

measure. If (s, t)xis defined to be(s~Ii_*], t — x— [t — x]), where [t-x] is the unique

integer 0 = t—x— [t—x]<l, then Sx R/~ and Sx [0, 1) are even Borel isomorphic

as /c-spaces. (See the example at the end of Chapter 4 of [13].) Now consider the

Borel map í -> (s, 0) of S into Sx [0, 1). It clearly satisfies (sn, 0) = (s, 0)n. On the

one hand, the inverse image of the Borel null set S x {0} is all of S. On the other hand,

suppose B is an /(-invariant null set of Sx [0, 1). To show that the inverse image

of B under the map s -> (s, 0) is null it suffices to prove that the section Bm is null in

S. But this follows from the fact that Bm x [0, 1)<=5. Thus the Borel map (s, n) ->
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((s, 0), n) of SxZ into (Sx [0, 1)) x R is a virtual group homomorphism with the

property that the inverse image of some null sets of units is not null under the unit map.

More comments on the two definitions of virtual group homomorphism. This has

little to do with the Adjoint Functor Theorem, but let us indicate a case where the

definitions of virtual homomorphisms given in the last example coincide. Suppose

K = R(ft), where >/>:T^ S belongs to an R(G) morphism class. ¡/> can be identified

with the unit map of*. The saturated sets in Fand S1 are simply the invariant sets.

Next assume the measure classes of F and S both contain invariant probability

measures. Let the given invariant probability measure on S be v and the invariant

probability measure induced on 5 by ^ be p.. Then p is absolutely continuous with

respect to v on the a-algebra of invariant Borel sets. We wish to show that p. is

absolutely continuous with respect to v on the a-algebra of all Borel sets.

To do this we recall a result of Varadarajan. (See Theorem 4.1 of [16].) There is

an operator /-> U/ from the Banach space of all bounded real-valued Borel

functions on S into the Banach space of all bounded real-valued Borel functions

on S which are left invariant by the action of G. U is a conditional expectation

operator for the a-algebra of invariant Borel sets and every invariant probability

measure. Now take a Borel set A in S with v(A) = 0. Let xa be the characteristic

function of A. Thenx^O vand ¿¿-almost every where, so v(A)=j xaÓv = J (\J xa) dv

= 0 and the absolute continuity of p. with respect to v on the invariant Borel sets

imply p(A)=S Xa dp. = j (U Xa) dfi = 0.

V. Products of virtual groups.

Theorem 3. Let (Vly Cx) and (V2, C2) be analytic Borel groupoids. Then

( Vx x V2, Cx x C2) is an analytic Borel groupoid which is a virtual group if and only

if both (Vx, Cx) and (V2, C2) are. (VxX V2, Cx x C2) is essentially transitive if and

only if both (Vx, Cx) and (V2, C2) are. Similarly, (Vxx V2, Cx x C2) is essentially

principal if and only if both (Vx, Cx) and (V2, C2) are. If k^: Vx^Wx and

K2~- y2 -* W2 are virtual group homomorphisms, then Krx k2: V±x V2^* WxX W2

is a virtual group homomorphism. Furthermore, if Vx and V2 are similar to Wx and

W2 respectively, then Vx x F2 is similar to WxX W2.

Proof. Let (Vx, Cx) and (F2, C2) be analytic Borel groupoids. Consider the

cartesian product Fj x V2. It is an analytic Borel space and has a natural groupoid

structure. The composition (/i,/2)(/¡i, h2) is defined to be (fxhx,f2h2) whenever

dx(fx) = rx(hx) and d2(f2) = r2(h2). Inversion is the Borel map (fi,f2)^(fx,f2)~1

= (/r1,/2-1)- The right unit d(f,f2) of (/1;/2) is (dx(fx), d2(f2)) and the left unit

r(fuf2) = (ri(fi), r2(j2)). Clearly both d and r are Borel maps. Their common

range is Ux x U2, where C/¡ is the set of units of Vu i= 1, 2. If Df is the domain of

composition for F¡, then the domain of composition D of Vxx V2 is the image of

£>! x D2 under the natural Borel isomorphism of (Vxx Vx) x(V2x V2) onto

(Vx x V2)x(Vxx V2). Hence D is a Borel set. Composition is also a Borel map from

D to Vx x V2.
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Since the product measure class C, x C2 on V, x V2 is well defined, it is possible to

choose symmetric probability measures p.¡ from C¡ and consider only the product

measure p, xp,2. (Symmetric means p.i(A) = p.i(A~1) for every Borel set A in Vt.)

Let us first prove that p, xp,2 is symmetric. Suppose Ax and A2 are Borel sets in

V1 and V2 respectively. Then

ftXftPiXA)"1) = H-iX-H-2(A{1xA2'1) = Mi(^r1)M2(^2"1)

= p.,(A,)p2(A2) = p1xp2(A1xA2).

By finite additivity px xp.2(A'1) = p.1 xp.2(A) whenever A is a finite disjoint union

of Borel rectangles. Passing to monotone limits, p.y x p.2(A 'x) and p-^xp^A) are

seen to agree for all Borel sets A in the product a-algebra.

The same technique of verifying a certain property for Borel rectangles, then by

additivity for finite disjoint unions of Borel rectangles, then for all Borel sets in the

product a-algebra by passing to monotone limits, can be used to establish the

following. Let

p.y =    fij» dp.,(u¿   and   p.2 =    p.& dp.2(u2)

be decompositions of px and p2 with respect to r, and r2. Then

p,,Xp.2 =     p\t X fj%> dßi x ß2(u„ u2)

is the decomposition of p,x x p.2 with respect to r. Now let us check the invariance

of the measure class C, x C2. Take conull Borel sets i/f^i/, such that whenever

A^rrKdW) and dt(ft), rt(ft) e U¡, ,4«'<>(M) = 0 iff tf'<V(Ad = 0. Assume that
both  r(/i,/2) and  d(f,,f2) are  in  the conull  Borel set  U[ x U2.  Then,  for

i4<=r"Wi.Á)).

= ¡^HfherrHriUÙ) ■ (h,,h2)e(f„f2)A}dp.^(h2)

= JViKM«! e rrViC/i)) : A"1"! 6 Af-lh2} dp2^(h2).

By Fubini's Theorem pf/^x pJ2^\(f1,f2)A) = 0 iff for prf* almost all

h2^r2\r2(f2)),

jtfMAi e rf K'iÜi)) ■ /i **i e ¿/,-W = 0

iff for ¿i22(/2> almost all A2 e r2\r2(f2)),

tf^ierrWA)) : «i^í^} = 0

iff for f4»<'»> almost all g2 e r2\d2(f2)),

p.î^{g1err1(d1(f1)):g1eA92} = 0
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iff pdxiui)xp.d2*f2)(A) = 0. This completes the proof that (Vxx V2, d x C2) is an

analytic Borel groupoid.

Next suppose (F1; Cx) and (V2, C2) are virtual groups. To prove that

( Vx x V2, Cx x C2) is a virtual group it is enough to show that every saturated

analytic set of units is null or conull. (See Theorem 4.2 of [13].) So let ,4 be a satura-

ted analytic set of units in Ux x U2. The section AU2 = {u± : (ult u2) e A} is saturated.

It is analytic because it is the inverse image of A under the Borel map z/j -> (h1; m2).

Hence the definition of ergodicity implies AU2 is either null or conull. Now the set

{u2 : AU2 is null} is also saturated. It is measurable since u2 -> Px(AU2) is measurable.

Hence it too is null or conull. These dichotomies and Fubini's Theorem imply A

is null or conull.

On the other hand suppose either (Vx, Cx) or (V2, C2) fails to be a virtual group.

Then one of them, say (Vx, Cx), has a saturated analytic set of units U[ which is

neither null nor conull. But then U[ x U2 is a saturated analytic set of units in

Ux x U2 which is neither null nor conull.

To show that (VxX V2, CxxC2) is essentially transitive if and only if both

(Vx, Cx) and (V2, C2) are, consider the saturation r(d~1(ui, u2)) of any unit (w1( u2).

r(d~\ux, u2)) = r(dx 1(u1) x d2 \u2)) - rx(d{K"i))x rád¿\u2)) is conull if and only

if both rx(dx 1(u1)) and r2(d2 1(u2)) are conull.

For a virtual group V let Vu={fe V : d(f) = r(f) — u} for every unit u in V. To

prove that Vx x V2 is essentially principal if and only if both Vx and F2 are, note

that Vx x V2(Ux, u2)= VxUx x V2u2 for each pair (ult u2) in Ux x U2. Then

{(Ux, u2) eUxxU2: Vxx V2(ux, u2) = {(ulf u2)}}

= {ux £ Ux : VxUx = {ux}} x {u2 £ U2 : V2u2 = {u2}}.

It follows from Fubini's Theorem that {(m1; u2 e Ux x U2 : Vx x V2(ux, u2)

= {(ux,u2)}} is conull in UyxU2 if and only if both Vx and V2 are essentially

principal.

Next assume kx: Vx^- Wx and k2: V2 -> W2 are virtual group homomorphisms.

Then k± x k2: VyxV2^ Wyx W2 is a Borel map and algebraically a homomor-

phism on some i.e. of Vx x V2. If R¡ is the unit map corresponding to /c¡, /'= 1, 2,

then Rx x R2 is the unit map corresponding to kx x k2. Let A be a saturated null set

of units in Wx x W2. Then {«j : Rx(ux) e ^k2(u2)} is null whenever A^2(U2) is null since

Ak2(U2) is saturated and kx is a homomorphism. Now consider the saturated set

{w a unit in W2 : Aw is null}. Because it is also conull, {u2 : Ak2^¿, is null} is conull.

Thus Fubini's Theorem implies that /cj xR21(A) is null.

Finally, given the similarity of Vt and W¡, i=\, 2, the similarity of Vx x V2 and

Wx x W2 can be established by the following observation : If 0¡ implements a

similarity between the virtual group homomorphisms «r¡ and ¡/>h then 0j x 62

implements a similarity between «-j x k2 and i/^ x t/i2.

Example. Let V=SxZ, where S is the unit circle with Lebesgue measure and

Z acts on S by an irrational rotation. For the virtual group VxV together with
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projection onto each coordinate to be the categorical product of V with itself, it

seems reasonable that the map id xid: K-* Vx Kin the diagram below should be

a homomorphism. id xid (/) = (/,/). But this is false by the following reasoning.

Consider the saturation ljn,mez D(n, m) of the diagonal D in the product space

SxS. Since the action of ZxZ on Sx S leaves the measure invariant,

Un.msZ D(n, m) is a saturated null set in Sx S. However, its inverse image under

the unit map id " x id ~ is all of S.

Remarks. An analogue of Theorem 3 for countable products of virtual groups

fails because Kakutani's Theorem for the absolute continuity of infinite product

measures makes it impossible to define a single measure class on the countable

product space. (See Theorem 22.36 of [2].) For the same reason trouble arises in

verifying the invariance of the fiber measures for countable products.

Coproducts probably do not exist in the category of virtual groups since they

would correspond to disjoint unions, which would destroy ergodicity.

The second theorem of this section provides a link between the Mackey functor

and products of virtual groups.

Theorem 4. Suppose n,: V,-> Gj and -n2: V2^ G2 are virtual groups over the

separable locally compact groups G, and G2 respectively. Let A/¡ be the Mackey

Functor from M(G¡) to R(G¡), /'= 1 or 2. Similarly, let M1-2 be the Mackey Functor

from M(G,xG2) to R(G,xG2). Then M,_2(V,xV2tt,xtt2) is isomorphic as a

standard Borel G, x G2-space with invariant measure class to M^V^tt^ x M2(V2tt2).

Proof. In more or less obvious notation define the equivalence relation ~ on

U, x U2 x G, x G2 by i/iC/i), r2(f2), xu x2)~(d1(f1), d2(f2), x^íji), x2tt-2(/2)). Then

we must show that U,x U2xG,x G2/~ and U, x G1/~1 x U2x G2/~2 have measure

algebras which are isomorphic as standard Boolean Gi x G2-spaces. This suffices

since Í7i xGJ~1 xU2xG2/~2 and M^K^)xM2(V2tt2) do.

Now the trivial rearrangement U1xG,x U2x G2 and redefinition of ~ allow

us to consider ~ to be the product of ~j and ~2. Noting that the canonical bi-

jection U, x G, x U2x G2/~ -> U, x G1/~1 x U2xG2/~2 is Borel and G,xG2-

equivariant, it is enough to prove that the cr-homomorphism it induces is actually

a a-isomorphism. Under this map the inverse image of a set is null iff the set itself

is null. Hence the <r-homomorphism is one-to-one. To prove that it is onto write

U1xG1 = S1 and U2xG2 = S2 and let /xx and p.2 be probability measures in the

measure classes of Sx and S2 respectively. Give Sx x S2 the product probability

VxV   pr°J  > V
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measure p.xXfi2. Since the a-homomorphism induced from Sx xS2/~ ->Sx/~x

xS2/~2 is measure preserving and every measure algebra is complete as a metric

space, the problem reduces to showing that every measurable set A in Sx x S2

which is saturated with respect to ~ can be approximated by Borel sets in Sx/~x

xS2/~2.

The idea is to approximate A by finite disjoint unions of measurable rectangles

(J"_ x Bt x d, where each Bt is saturated with respect to ~i and each C¡ with respect

to ~2. So first of all choose a sequence {Cn}™= r of measurable sets in S2 which are

saturated with respect to ~2 and which give a dense subset of the separable measure

algebra over S2/~2. For e>0 and n a positive integer define Bn = {xxeSx :

p2(Axi A Cn)<e}. It follows immediately that each Bn is measurable and saturated

with respect to ~a. Also Fubini's Theorem implies that U"=i Bn differs from Sx by

a null set. Now put Dx = Bx, D2 = B2\Bx, D3 = B3\(Bx u B2), etc. The Dn's have the

same properties as the Bn's with the additional property of disjointness. Let us

see how closely A is approximated by {J?=1 D¡ x C{:

\Xa~XDxxCx-XDnxC„| d¡x2dp.x

^ \Xa-Xdx^Cx\ dp,2dp,1Jr ■ • ■

+ Ix¿-Xd„xcJ dp.2dpx+\ \ \xa\ dfi2 dp.x
■iDnj *'si\ur=iDiJ

= e^( ûa)+mi(5A(û a)).

Hence for n large enough lj?=i D¡ x C¡ approximates A within 2e say. This estimate

establishes the theorem.

Remark. Suppose [*•]: WxPx~+ V^i is a morphism in M(GX) and [9]: W2p2

-> V2tt2 a morphism in M(G2). Then Mx(«) x M2(9) is essentially the same as

Mx,2(k x 9). Since nothing novel is involved here, we leave the details to the

interested reader.
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